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**Love Affair:**
A billowing, white silk shirt
Feels cool against her warm flesh.
No pink lemonade or iced tea
Could quell her burning soul.
Only this shirt, her favorite,
Offers a brief moment, no, a vestige,
Of past serene evenings
When the moon pushed salty
Breezes from the ocean to
Awaiting tan skin, while brown
Eyes are mesmerized by the
Orange and yellow hues
Melting down into the horizon with
The sleepy sun.
Opening her eyes from these
Romantic memories, she realized
That a button is missing.

**A Foreign Winter:**
The culture envelops me
Like a lovingly worn out patchwork quilt.
Hot tea in Mad-Hatter sized cups
Fills my slightly homesick stomach.
On a bone chilling January morning
My red overcoat with lining
Does not shield me from the
Persistent rain drops
That seem to plummet to the
Already saturated earth everyday.
I crave for my native English language,
Yet I struggle to comprehend
The smoothly flowing
French tongue.

-Poems by Polly Beckington
Biggest Slacker: Jason

Most Likely to be found at the Gym: Jed

Biggest Mooch: Andrew

Check out that SWING!!
Brooke and Dean voted Best Dancers

Curtis, looking a little too innocent, perhaps that's why he was voted most likely to be Mugged

Voted Loudest Laugh: Kathy WACHALA, getting a little crazy with Most Sarcastic: Corey
Gotta love the CARNIVAL

Some just a little more than others!!!
Most likely to be found at

EMAIL:
Stephanie@univ-aix.fr
...After a fun filled night of Fountain Hopping...
Nothing like being Discreet Americans...

Most likely to eat Worms: Precious

Most likely to Ditch Traveling partner: Maggie

What do you think this is? Vogue???
Son of a . . . ! says Heather
That's gonna leave a mark!!
slurs Britton
Stop that RACKET!! snaps Corey

Voted Biggest Flake
As well as most likely to make Bizzare Comments such as: Five hours . . . Are you kidding! Let's go to Ireland - Shane

Our Best French Speaker:
Julia, hosting a petite soirée

Happiness isn't getting what you want, it is wanting what you've got.
- anonymous
Most likely to 
**Bitch** about the French: Cate

Is that a baguette in your pocket or are you just happy to see me?? questions **Craziest**: President Polly

Happy go Lucky - proverb from Jamie

Most likely to get 
**Lost on a Train**: 
Ben
Melinda, Heather (voted most likely to be found in the CAVE) and Kelly at the Red Clover.

Audrey, the other IAU student most likely to be found at the Gym, hanging out Tara and Allison.

Two smiling dolls, but don't even think about touching our Honey!!!!!!

Cat and Melissa enjoying Parc la Torse.
Xan, Corey, Carrie, Andrea and Megan
waiting for the bus to be fixed again!

FOR ALL THOSE TIMES WHEN SOMETHING OUTSIDE THE AMERICAN NORM OCCURS . . .
WELCOME TO FRANCE - DAWN ANDERSON

YOU NEVER REALLY LEAVE A PLACE OR A PERSON YOU LOVE - PART OF IT YOU TAKE WITH YOU - LEAVING A PART OF YOURSELF BEHIND - NANCY GREINER

Britton and Corrine "The Roomies"
Sharon, Kathy and Dawn at the Red Clover, Wow that place is popular!

Les questions ne sont jamais indiscretes, les reponses le sont parfois -
Oscar Wilde
submitted by Carrie Wallace
Where do you find IAU students?
Try a few of these places.

Anybody need a $30 alarm clock?

Anybody wanna go to the Bistro?

Most likely to be found at the Big Potato hanging out with Mick, John and Larry??

ALL THE IAU Students
PARLEZ FRANÇAIS!!!!!

RESPIREZ!!!!!

SILENCE SI VOUS PLAÎT!!!

QUOI D'AUTRE????

Where's Yamina?
I'm a big big girl in a big big world!! Sharon and Chantal on break with Jed and Andrew
We will take an afternoon on the rocks, shaken not stirred, any day.

Some of the brave souls who dared to stay at IAU for a whole year, but it was worth it. Right guys???

Biggest Slacker #2 as well as Best and only Skateboarder: Brian

Most likely to get in trouble with her host family: Molly Brennan

Most likely to be found chill'n at O'Sullivan's: Jake

THE YEARBOOK STAFF would like to thank everyone that contributed to this semesters book, especially the Yamina-Miester. We aren't going to lie to you it was a real pain in the derrière, if you know what I mean.

Liz, Heather and Britton would like to send out a great BIG MERCI BEAUCAUP to Florien Croisé and his fiancée for opening up their house and dealing with the stress that goes hand in hand with creating a yearbook. (can we just say in one week.) We know this isn't what everyone had in mind, but when it came down to it, this was our only resort. So please enjoy and remember - Parlez Français!!!!!!

AUREVOIR
Names, Emails and Universities
Most names coordinated with number in group photo.

1. Kathy Wachala
   University of Illinois, Urbana
   wachala@students.uiuc.edu

2. Shane Woodward
   University of San Diego
   shanew@acusd.edu

3. Curtis Sloane
   University of San Francisco

4. Veronica Lenegan
   Susquehanna University
   lenegan@susqu.edu

5. Noelle Marconi
   Susquehanna University
   marconi@susqu.edu

6. Nancy Greiner
   Lenoir Rhyne College
   energy_c@hotmail.com

7. Kelly Cochran
   Greighton University
   coch@greighton.edu

8. Jamie Hirthler
   University of Georgia
   kamabum@hotmail.com

9. Catherine Wiedwald
   University of Delaware
   35941@udel.edu or
cwied36@hotmail.com

10. Lisa Bologna
    Tufts University

11. Jill Hamilton
    University of Texas at Arlington

12. Corinne Martin
    Clemson University
    corinnm@clemson.edu

13. Jessica Petruska
    University of Vermont

14. Amanda Melpolder
    University of Hartford
    melpolder@mail.hartford.edu

15. Abby Pitcher
    Franklin & Marshall College
    AC_Pitcher@acad.fandm.edu

16. Sharon Lyle
    Trinity University
    style@trinity.edu

17. Audrey Duff
    College of William and Mary

18. Sara Anderson
    University Of Evansville
    sa29@evansville.edu

19. Heather Schold
    Saint Michael's College
    hschold@smcvt.edu

20. Cate Taylor
    University of San Francisco

    Presbytery College
    BRBaker@presby.edu
22. Marie Bolling  
University of Illinois  
bolling@uiuc.edu

23. Kaley Dobson  
University of Colorado  
dobsonk@colorado.uscv.edu

24. Laura Alamo  
University of New Hampshire  
lalamo@hopper.unh.edu

25. Megan Wiebmer  
University of Illinois  
wiebmer@students.uiuc.edu

26. Jessica Axelrod  
University of Illinois  
jaxelrod@uiuc.edu

27. Amy Luzier  
Springfield College  
aluzier@aol.com

28. Corey Gagne  
Saint Anselm College  
cgagne@anselm.edu

29. Sharon Swamy  
University of San Diego  
sharonswamy@hotmail.com

30. Tiffany Edwards  
Susquehanna University  
edwards@susq.edu

31. Hana Troshak  
Western Michigan University  
x97Troshak@wmich.edu

32. Phoebe Sawyer  
University of New Hampshire  
prsawyer@hopper.unh.edu

33. Ellen Reynolds  
Washington and Lee  
ellen_reynolds@hotmail.com

34. Todd Kooperman  
University of Illinois  
kopperman@uiuc.edu

35. Gautam Mahtaney  
Carnegie Mellon University

36. Jenn Laborador  
University of Illinois

37. Connie Martinez  
University of San Diego

38. Sky Higginson  
University of Arizona  
terrah@u.arizona.ed

39. Lindsey Ensor  
University of Washington  
lensor@u.washington.edu

40. David Waller  
Harvard University  
dwaller@fas.harvard.edu

41. Chantal Assel  
Trinity University  
cassel@hotmail.com

42. Dawn Anderson  
Augsburg College  
der307@augsburg.edu

43. Polly Beckington  
Sewance  
beckipw0@seraph1.sewanee.edu

44. Suzanne Pelletier  
University of Illinois  
pellertir@uiuc.edu
45. Monique Good  
Covenant College  
mgood@covenant.edu

46. Nicole Horton  
Covenant College  
nhorton@covenant.edu

47. Maggie Ferris  
Davidson College  
maferris@davidson.edu

48. Molly Brennan  
Gettysburg College  
s408977@gettysburg.edu

49. Andrew Hunt  
University of Texas

50. Matt Haggans  
Truman State University

51. Marjorie Sterne  
Sarah Lawrence College  
marjoriesterne@yahoo.com

52. Alison Tepsic  
Carnegie Mellon University

53. Liz Ramsundar  
Gettysburg College  
s364882@gettysburg.edu

54. Precious Machinya  
Truman State University

55. Carrie Wallace  
Saint. Anselm College  
cwallace@anselm.edu

56. Rebecca Cooper  
Gettysburg College  
s392534@gettysburg.edu

57. Kat Van Sinderen  
University of Denver  
kvansind@edu.edu

58. Andrea Nelson  
Western Washington University  
22857 NE 61st  
Redmond, WA 98053

59. Megan Humphreys  
Boston College  
homphrem@bc.edu

60. Erin Parish  
University of Georgia  
eparish@arches.uga.edu

61. Tara Brosseit  
University of Arizona  
tnb@u.arizona.edu

62. Ben Weaver  
Indiana University

63. Kristen Thompson  
University of Michigan  
kct@umich.edu

64. Alison Berger  
Gettysburg College  
Alison.B.Burger@gettysburg.edu

65. Liz Pease  
Saint Michael’s College  
epease@smcvt.edu
People Missing From Photo:

Melinda Wood
Boston College
woodmf@bc.edu

Leila Hagshenas
University of Illinois
hagshena@uiuc.edu

Gina Rossettie
Cornell University
gmr4@cornell.edu

Courtney Davis
Gettysburg College
s369925@gettysburg.edu

Molly Manning
Macalester College
mmanning@macalester.edu

Casey Gheen
University of Wisconsin-Madison
cgheen@students.wisc.edu

Jed Borghei
College of William and Mary

Elizabeth Borst
University of Illinois

Catherine Burkett
College of Notre Dame

Stephanie Dean
University of Evansville

Jason Ebin
University of California San Diego

Sidney Fox
Franklin and Marshall College

Elizabeth Garratt
Boston College

Julia Harbison
University of California, Santa Barbara

Whitney Hazelton
Princeton University

Erin Helms
George Washington University

Jennifer Husak
Mary Baldwin College

Jozette Kauffman
Susquehanna University

Cristin Kennedy
Eckerd College

Danielle Klebanow
University of Denver

Jacob Kowalski
Johnson County Community College

Melissa Losasso
University of Colorado at Boulder

Jennifer Mercier
University of New Hampshire

Dean Paetzold
St. John’s College, Santa Fe

Jennifer Prentice
Covenant College

Susanna Rheem
Trinity College, Washington

Alexandra Roberti
St. Mary’s College of California
Ari Schaefer
San Francisco City College

Caitlin Schecter
University of Victoria

Brooke Skinner
Macalester College

Jason Tong
Santa Monica College

Brian West
Villanova University